Young Children Understand the Role of Agreement in Establishing Arbitrary Norms—But Unanimity Is Key
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Human cultural groups value conformity to arbitrary norms (e.g., rituals, games) that are the result of collective “agreement.” Ninety-six 3-year-olds had the opportunity to agree upon arbitrary norms with puppets. Results revealed that children normatively enforced these novel norms only on a deviator who had actually entered into the agreement (not on dissenting or ignorant individuals). Interestingly, any dissent during the norm-setting process (even if a majority of 90% preferred one course of action) prevented children from seeing a norm as established for anyone at all. These findings suggest that even young children understand something of the role of agreement in establishing mutually binding social norms, but that their notion of norm formation may be confined to conditions of unanimity.

Humans make binding agreements and thereby create enforceable social norms that structure their social interactions. For instance, a local group of people might agree upon dressing in a certain way or behaving in a certain way in public. And so, unlike natural facts that are discovered (e.g., clothes keep you warm), conventional norms are socially constructed practices that exist by “agreement” (e.g., clothes must be worn in public; Hart, 1961; Kelsen, 1960; Searle, 1995). Young children therefore face the developmental task not only of learning the conventional norms adults expect them to follow, but also of understanding the nature of conventional norms as agreements that can be created or destroyed by people at will (Kalish, 2005; Killen & Rutland, 2011; Rakoczy & Schmidt, 2013; Schmidt & Tomasello, 2012; Turiel, 1983).

There are three prominent ways by which norms come into existence: (a) behavioral regularities, such as in coordination situations in which rationality and interdependence demand and guide personal success, may gain bindingness over time and thus become normative and self-enforcing (Lewis, 1969); (b) authorities, such as parents or the state, may create and enforce norms (Cummins, 2013; Piaget, 1932); or (c) participants of a social practice may set norms by agreement among equals (Gilbert, 2008; Piaget, 1932). The latter mode of norm creation is strikingly different from the first two regarding the source of the normative force: While the bindingness of coordination norms stems mainly from (self-interested) rationality and the bindingness of other-set norms is often coercive and authority based, the bindingness of agreed-upon norms comes from their legitimacy for “us,” as parties of the voluntary agreement (Piaget, 1932; Tuomela, 2007).

A wealth of studies mainly using interview techniques have revealed that school-aged (and to a lesser extent preschool) children make subtle distinctions between different types of existing norms, such as group-transcending moral norms (that pertain to issues of well-being or justice) ver-
sus group-specific conventional norms (related to issues of social organization; Smetana, 2006; Turiel, 1983, 2006). With increasing age, children apply and reason about these norms very flexibly, balancing different concerns (e.g., group vs. moral ones) in intra- and intergroup contexts regarding a variety of issues like resource allocation, social exclusion, deviance, prejudice, or bullying (Abrams, Palmer, Rutland, Cameron, & Van de Vryver, 2014; Abrams, Rutland, & Cameron, 2003; Abrams, Rutland, Ferrell, & Pelletier, 2008; Cooley & Killen, 2015; Hitti, Mulvey, Rutland, Abrams, & Killen, 2014; Killen & Rutland, 2011; Mulvey, Hitti, Rutland, Abrams, & Killen, 2014a, 2014b; Nesdale, Lawson, Durkin, & Duffy, 2010; Nesdale et al., 2009; Rutland, Killen, & Abrams, 2010). Hence, school-aged children understand much about the context relativity and ultimately social nature of many norms.

With respect to younger children, a set of recent studies using interactive methods has found that around age 3, children spontaneously criticize and protest third-party violations of norms that were set by authorities or were preexisting (e.g., Kenward, 2012; Rakoczy, Warneken, & Tomasello, 2008; for reviews, see Rakoczy & Schmidt, 2013; Schmidt & Rakoczy, in press; Schmidt & Tomasello, 2012). Consistent with social domain theory (Smetana, 2006; Turiel, 1983, 2006), these studies suggest that 3-year-olds conceptualize norms introduced by adults as context- and group-relative phenomena, unless moral issues are involved (Rakoczy, Brosche, Warneken, & Tomasello, 2009; Schmidt, Rakoczy, & Tomasello, 2012; Wyman, Rakoczy, & Tomasello, 2009). And compared to 2-year-olds, children at age 3 apply norms more impartially, for instance, in that they protest others’ property violations irrespective of whether they are the victim or not (Rossano, Rakoczy, & Tomasello, 2011). However, none of this work has looked at young children’s understanding of the mechanisms of norm establishment. Older children (aged 5) can create their own norms for coordination in an instrumental task (i.e., such norms are self-enforcing based on rationality), but they criticize any deviants as if their norms were discovered objective facts rather than subjective and co-constructed (Göckeritz, Schmidt, & Tomasello, 2014; see also Nobes, 1999).

Thus, these studies leave open the questions of (a) whether young 3-year-old children would understand novel, jointly agreed-upon arbitrary norms (that neither solve coordination problems nor were preexisting or set by adults) as mutually binding and enforceable, and (b) under which conditions (e.g., unanimous agreement among norm creators vs. dissent) children understand novel norms as being in effect and to whom created norms apply. Answers to these questions would help shed light on the mechanisms of children’s norm acquisition and enforcement (i.e., Do they merely adopt and enforce adults’ precepts or also novel spontaneously agreed-upon norms?), their construal of how norms—even arbitrary ones—can be established, and their motives for enforcing norms (e.g., commitment to an agreement might enhance motivation to defend it).

It is vital to distinguish between the four paradigmatic cases in which norms can be established by agreement (of course, any list of cases cannot be exhaustive, but rather comprises mainly prominent cases). First, there may be unanimous agreement among parties in a particular context to perform a social practice in a certain way, dub this Norm A. Hence, every party involved in the agreement has a normative standing to demand conformity to A from the other parties (Carassa & Colombetti, 2014; Darwall, 2006; Gilbert, 2008). That is, A is binding, since all parties were part of the Norm-setting process, and all parties agreed (Kalish, 2005). Any nonconforming party is thus subject to criticism and all parties of the agreement are entitled to know and be informed about deviant parties who broke the agreement. Note that here we use the term unanimous agreement since the notion of “consensus” may be interpreted more loosely include cases of approximate unanimity or widespread agreement, but not necessarily unanimous agreement (McAdams, 1997; Prothor & Grigg, 1960). Second, it may be that one party is ignorant of the group’s agreement on A, for instance, due to absence during the norm-setting process. Here, the group has no normative standing to demand conformity to A from the ignorant party, since the person was not part of the norm-setting process, the person’s explicit agreement is lacking (Gilbert, 2008), and the person cannot conform to A without knowing what A is (Kalish, 1998). Third, it may be that one party quits the norm-setting process and announces that he or she would perform an alternative Action B, while the group has agreed-upon Norm A. Then, the group has no normative standing to demand conformity to A from the quitting party, since the party’s explicit agreement is lacking—and this freedom not to enter into the agreement is backed by the group’s mutually cooperative and egalitarian relationship and the mutual respect for each party’s autonomy and voluntary participation (Kalish, 2005; Nucci, 2014; Nucci & Weber, 1995; Piaget, 1932). And fourth, the most intricate case
may be dissent within the group: One party disagrees with the group’s preference for A and tries to assert an alternative Norm B for the group (hence, the party does not leave the norm-setting process, but instead intends to participate in creating a norm). There are three major possibilities of how to deal with dissent: It could be that (a) the social scope is limited and Norm A applies only to those who agreed on it (i.e., to affirmers, but not to dissenters), (b) no norm gets established whatsoever as there is no unanimous agreement (e.g., due to egalitarian thinking, such that all parties are equivalent, have an equal say, and full agreement is required for norm formation—a practice common in hunter–gatherer societies; Boehm, 1999; Gray, 2009), or (c) the majority determines the course of action, so that Norm A is binding for everyone (both affirmers and dissenters).

Although prior work on 3-year-olds’ understanding of the context and group relativity of social norms set by adults might be taken to mitigate for the first possibility, it does not directly speak to situations of norm formation under conditions of dissent, which are of interest here, because children in previous studies learned norms either without conflicting information or, if there was a conflict, the model’s status (e.g., authority vs. peer) was manipulated (Rakoczy, Hamann, Warneken, & Tomasello, 2010). Of more relevance is recent research on children’s social learning strategies and epistemic trust, which suggests that young children might endorse the second option (no norm establishment). For instance, when facing a forced-choice discrimination task in which children can revise their initial individual decision, 3- to 4-year-olds are solely influenced by a group of informants that agree unanimously and not by nonunanimous informants such as a majority of 90% (Morgan, Laland, & Harris, 2015). Furthermore, 3-year-old children prefer to copy an action performed uniformly by a majority rather than a different act performed by a minority (Turner, Nielsen, & Collier-Baker, 2014), they mistrust informants that are not 100% correct in labeling familiar objects (Pasquini, Corriveau, Koenig, & Harris, 2007), and they tend to learn novel object labels and functions more from informants that are in full agreement with each other than from a lone dissenter (Corriveau, Fusaro, & Harris, 2009; Seston Schillaci & Kelemen, 2013). Moreover, young children also modulate their public judgments (i.e., they conform despite knowing better) in the face of peers or adults that make unanimous judgments (Corriveau & Harris, 2010; Haun & Tomasello, 2011). A second strand of research on children’s evaluation of decision-making procedures provides further support for the idea that young children might favor unanimous agreement over majority rule: It is not until about 9 years that children prefer majority rule regarding political decisions, and interestingly, young school-aged children endorse full agreement (rather than majority rule) in peer groups and family environments that are less hierarchical in structure than, for example, school contexts (Helwig, 1998; Helwig & Kim, 1999). Finally, research based on the developmental subjective group dynamics model suggests that it is not before around 8 years of age that children pay particular attention to loyalty and normatively aligned behavior in their own group, disfavoring in-group deviants (Abrams et al., 2003, Abrams et al., 2014; Rutland et al., 2010). That is, younger children might be less prone to negatively evaluate a dissenter within their group (Cooley & Killen, 2015), to perceive dissent as threatening group cohesion, or to expect the majority to establish in-group norms (as opposed to focusing on unanimity).

Taken together, the reviewed research suggests that young children at age 3 understand aspects of normativity (i.e., context and group relativity) essential to the conception that norms are social phenomena that can be set by agreement. On the other hand, 3-year-olds are somewhat rigid in their evaluation and use of social information in that they preferably learn and base their own acts on others’ uniform and unanimous behavior.

In two experiments, therefore, we first investigated whether 3-year-old children would enforce jointly agreed-upon arbitrary norms against a deviating party, contrasting the four paradigmatic cases in four conditions (agree, disagree, ignorant, quit). However, given the three major options (limited social scope, no norm establishment, majority rule) of how one can deal with dissent during the norm-setting process and the resulting question of whether children need unanimous agreement to see norms as established at all, we conducted a second experiment. Here, 3-year-olds witnessed a lone dissenter against an overwhelming majority (90% including the child) during the norm-setting process and then a deviating party that was either a previous affirmer or the previous dissenter regarding the suggested norm.

Importantly, in our experiments, there was neither a need for children to work together to achieve a goal (hence no coordination problem) nor an authority figure teaching children some preexisting norms. Rather, in a structured context, children had the opportunity to jointly agree upon highly arbi-
trary norms (akin to, e.g., games, dress norms, or rituals) with hand puppets, and to enforce those novel norms against nonconforming parties. We chose arbitrary, and seemingly functionally opaque, norms because they are exemplary for human-made institutional reality and cultural life (Legare & Souza, 2012; Nielsen, Kapitány, & Elkins, 2015), and particularly interesting given that their normativity cannot be reduced to things like coercive power of authority or the self-enforcing nature of solutions to coordination problems. Rather, normative expectations about arbitrary practices in a situation of prima facie independence (i.e., each party could also perform her own idiosyncratic action) suggest some appreciation of the social nature of normative force (Rossano, 2012; Schmidt & Tomasello, 2012; Tomasello, 2009).

Based on the notion that 3-year-olds’ understanding and enforcement of social norms is underlain by their developing identification with their cultural group (Schmidt & Tomasello, 2012) and based on prior research (i.e., 3-year-olds’ context-and group-relative understanding of social norms but also their focus on unanimity), we predicted that children would normatively enforce jointly agreed-upon norms only when the deviator had entered into the agreement, but not when the deviator had disagreed with the suggested norm, had been ignorant of the norm, or had quit the norm-setting process. Moreover, we hypothesized that children’s own spontaneous level of agreement with suggested norms would be predictive of their norm enforcement. Regarding Experiment 2 (in which there was no unanimity), if children need unanimous agreement to understand norms as being in effect, they should not protest against any deviator. Alternatively, children should protest violations of a previous affirmer, but not of a previous dissenter, if they understand the social scope of agreed-upon norms as limited to those who agree. Finally, if even a large majority of 90% would not lead children to infer that norms have been established for all, this would suggest that young children do not consider majority rule as a procedure for norm formation.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants

Sixty-four 3-year-old children (M = 42 months, range = 40–44 months; 32 girls, 32 boys) participated in the study. Children were native German speakers, came from mixed socioeconomic backgrounds from Leipzig, Germany, and were recruited from June to November 2012 via urban day-care centers (in which testing took place). Parents provided written informed consent. One additional child was tested but excluded from the final sample due to experimenter error.

Design

After a warm-up session, children received four trials of norm-setting tasks (the order of tasks was systematically varied). Children were randomly assigned to one of four between-participants conditions: agree, disagree, ignorant, or quit.

Materials

In each norm-setting task, an object with two symmetrically arranged locations and a small stuffed animal were used (see Figure 1 and Appendix S1).

Procedure

Two experimenters conducted the study: E1 who operated two puppets (Affirmer 1, Affirmer 2), and E2 who operated two puppets (proposer, protagonist). The child, E1, and E2 sat at a table (Figure 1). In the warm-up session, children and the four puppets played with a ball and a puzzle, and in an instrumental task, children had the opportunity to correct the protagonist who made a mistake (putting a disk vertically onto a peg, so it would not fit).

Table 1 provides a detailed overview of the four conditions and the phases of the norm-setting task.

![Figure 1. Experimental setup (Experiment 1). Children sat at a table with four puppets. In each norm-setting task, a small stuffed animal and an object with two alternative, different-colored locations A and B were placed on the table (e.g., a ladybug and a platform with two boxes).](image-url)
including the dependent measures recorded. In each norm-setting task the proposer suggested playing a game whose structure was that a stuffed animal was allowed to perform an action X at one location (A), but not at the other location (B). In one task, for instance, the proposal was that a ladybug may sleep in one box (A), but that it may not sleep in the other box (B; see Appendix S1 for materials and actions used in the norm-setting tasks). During the test phase, the protagonist performed the action X at the forbidden Location B, and children’s spontaneous protest responses were measured while the other three puppets were facing away from the table toward the respective experimenter (i.e., the other parties were still present and addressable, but not witnessing the protagonist’s act).

**Coding and Dependent Measures**

All sessions were recorded, transcribed, and coded from videotape by a single observer. A second independent observer, blind to the hypotheses and conditions of the study, transcribed and coded a random sample of 20% of all sessions for reliability.

**Level of agreement.** Children’s spontaneous level of agreement with the suggested norm was coded via four observations (before children’s own actions on the objects to obtain an unbiased measure of their agreement; see Table 1). For each observation, children received a score ranging from −2 to +2:

1. −2, explicit disagreement (e.g., “No, the other [location]!”); utterances and gestures like “No” or head shaking in response to the puppets’ negative phrases (e.g., “... the [animal] may not play at that location [B]”), were not coded, because they could either be understood as agreement (e.g., “No, it may not ...”); or as disagreement (e.g., “No, it may ...”);
2. −1, implicit disagreement (e.g., pointing to the forbidden location B, and other implicit forms of disagreement, such as “Why?” and “And the other [location]?”);
3. 0, no reaction;
4. +1, implicit agreement (e.g., nodding, affirmative interjection “Mm-hmm”);  
5. +2, explicit agreement (e.g., “Yes!” “OK!” and “Alright!” repeating the prohibition “Not into that [location]!”).  

If a child scored on levels of only one polarity (agreement: +1 and +2; disagreement: −1 and −2) within one observation, the highest score was given (e.g., +2 or −2). If a child scored on levels of both polarities (e.g., −1, +1, and +2), the highest scores of each polarity were summed (e.g., −1 + 2 = +1).  
The rationale here is to reflect a child’s indecision (e.g., both agreement and disagreement within one observation) by summing up the highest scores of each polarity. This approach thus takes into account inconsistent and consistent behaviors for each observation. For each child, the level of agreement per trial was computed by summing up the four individual scores obtained for each observation (yielding a range of the summed score per trial of −8 to +8). A (continuous) mean score (−8 to +8) of level of agreement over the four trials was computed for each child by summing up the agreement scores of each trial and dividing the resulting sum by the total number of trials.  

_Imitation_. Children’s imitation (i.e., choosing the suggested Location A vs. the prohibited Location B during the action phase) was assigned one of the following mutually exclusive codes including a score ranging from −1 to +3: (a) exclusive imitation, +3 (Location A only); (b) inclusive imitation, +2 (first A, then B); (c) weak inclusive imitation, +1 (first B, then A); (d) no imitation, 0; or (e) deviation, −1 (Location B only). Each child received a (continuous) mean score (−1 to +3) of imitation by summing up the imitation scores of each trial and dividing the resulting sum by the total number of trials.  

_Type of protest_. Two mutually exclusive main coding categories served to classify children’s spontaneous verbal interventions during the test phase: The central category of interest was _rule protest_, that is, explicit protest using normative vocabulary (e.g., “The [animal] must not go there!”), normative tattling (e.g., “He put it into the wrong one!”), or directives limiting action possibilities (e.g., saying, “Only into that one!” and pointing to Location A). The second category was _group addressing_, that is, phrases (including questions) and behaviors directed at the group (i.e., the proposer, Affirmers 1 or 2) referring to the protagonist’s action without evaluating it normatively. Behaviors ranged from (non-normative) tattling or informing to asking for clarification or evaluation (e.g., “Look what he’s doing!” and “The [Affirmer 1] should look!” and pointing toward protagonist while looking at the group and saying, “There, look!” or asking, “There?” and “The [animal] is now in [Location B]!”). For each trial, the final codes for the two categories were independent and dichotomous (1 or 0) based on whether children received the corresponding code at least once. A third coding category, _implicit protest_, was nonmutually exclusive with the two main ones such that it contained behaviors that either accompanied verbal interventions of one of the two main categories or occurred in isolation. Behaviors were informing or asking the protagonist (e.g., pointing toward Location A and saying, “There!” and unspecific disapproval like saying “No!” and “Why have you put it there?”), and any relevant pointing gestures toward Locations A, B, or the protagonist. For each trial, implicit protest was coded dichotomously. Overall, each child received a summed score (0–4) over the four trials for each of the three types of protest. Interrater reliability was very good (Cohen’s $\kappa = 0.95$, level of agreement; $\kappa = 0.95$, imitation; $\kappa = 0.92$, main protest categories; $\kappa = 0.97$, implicit protest).  

All above scores were computed based on four trials unless a child idiosyncratically opted for a location before the proposer made a suggestion to ensure experimental control and comparability across children (eight trials were thus excluded in total; one further trial due to equipment failure).  

**Statistical Analysis**  

For each response variable, we ran generalized linear models (GLMs). Information criterion statistics (Akaike’s information criterion) were used to determine the best-fitting and most parsimonious model (Burnham & Anderson, 2002; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). The three protest measures violated assumptions of standard linear models (i.e., normally distributed errors), and followed a Poisson distribution. Thus, for the protest measures, we used GLMs with Poisson error structure, and for imitation and level of agreement, we used Gaussian error structures. For the three protest measures, full models included the covariates imitation and level of agreement (both $z$-transformed), an offset term (log-transformed total valid number of trials per child) to adjust for the number of opportunities children had to perform protest (i.e., response variables were treated as rates), and the predictor condition. Likelihood ratio tests (Dobson, 2002) were used to test for the main effect of condition (by comparing the full model with a null model without the predictor condition). Based on the parameter
estimates and standard errors of the full model, a planned linear contrast was performed for rule protest. For imitation and level of agreement, full models included the predictor condition only, and F tests were used to test for the main effect of condition. Preliminary analyses found no effects of gender. Nagelkerke’s $R^2$ (Nagelkerke, 1991) was computed to estimate effect sizes for main effects of condition, and 95% confidence intervals were computed for parameter estimates.

Results

Main Analyses

Table 2 shows the mean scores (standard deviations) for each dependent measure including tests for the main effect of condition. The most unambiguous form of protest is rule protest as this category included normative language and action directives clearly referring to the violation of the agreed-upon norm. There was a significant main effect of condition (with medium effect size) on rule protest independent of the covariates imitation and level of agreement (see Table 2). The prediction for rule protest was that the agree condition would differ from the other three conditions (which would not differ from each other), because the agreed-upon norm was normatively binding for the protagonist in the agree condition only. The corresponding linear contrast $(3, -1, -1)$ was significant, $F(1, 58) = 11.30$, $p = .001$: Children performed significantly more rule protest in the agree condition ($M = 0.94$) than in the other three conditions (disagree, $M = 0.13$; ignorant, $M = 0.19$; quit, $M = 0.19$). That is, children enforced the novel arbitrary norm when the protagonist had agreed on that norm, but not when she had disagreed, had been ignorant, or had quit the norm-setting process. Furthermore, children’s level of agreement was a significant predictor of their rule protest, $b = 0.39$, $SE = 0.16$, $z = 2.39$, $p = .02$, 95% CI [0.06, 0.71], such that higher levels of agreement were associated with more rule protest. Thus, children who did not perform any rule protest had a lower level of agreement ($M = 1.69, SD = 1.01$) than children who performed rule protest at least once ($M = 2.68, SD = 1.68$).

Further Analyses

For group addressing, there was a significant main effect of condition (with medium effect size) independent of the two covariates imitation and level of agreement (Table 2), indicating that children performed more group addressing in the agree ($M = 0.63$) and disagree ($M = 0.50$) conditions than in the ignorant ($M = 0.06$) and quit ($M = 0.13$) conditions. Children’s group addressing differed significantly between the agree and the ignorant conditions, $b = 2.16$, $SE = 1.05$, $z = 2.05$, $p = .04$, 95% CI [0.50, 5.07], and between the disagree and the ignorant conditions, $b = 2.14$, $SE = 1.07$, $z = 2.01$, $p = .04$, 95% CI [0.44, 5.07], but no significant differences were found for agree versus quit conditions, $b = 1.42$, $SE = 0.79$, $z = 1.79$, $p = .07$, 95% CI [−0.04, 3.32], or for disagree versus quit conditions, $b = 1.40$, $SE = 0.79$, $z = 1.78$, $p = .08$, 95% CI [−0.02, 3.30]. We also found a significant main effect of condition for implicit protest (with medium effect size; Table 2). Children in the agree condition performed the most implicit protest ($M = 1.19$) followed by the disagree ($M = 0.63$), ignorant ($M = 0.31$), and quit ($M = 0.19$) conditions. There were no significant effects of condition on children’s imitation or level of agreement during the norm-setting phase (Table 2).

Discussion

Children in this experiment normatively enforced agreed-upon arbitrary norms only when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 1: Mean Scores (Standard Deviation) per Condition and Main Effects of Condition for Each Dependent Measure</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Ignorant</th>
<th>Quit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule protest (0–4)</td>
<td>0.94 (1.39)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.34)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.40)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group addressing (0–4)</td>
<td>0.63 (1.15)</td>
<td>0.50 (0.89)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit protest (0–4)</td>
<td>1.19 (1.38)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.89)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation (−1 to 3)</td>
<td>2.52 (1.01)</td>
<td>1.82 (1.48)</td>
<td>2.13 (1.31)</td>
<td>1.48 (1.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of agreement (−8 to 8)</td>
<td>2.16 (1.45)</td>
<td>1.74 (0.84)</td>
<td>2.12 (1.23)</td>
<td>1.61 (1.38)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Nagelkerke’s $R^2$ scores indicate small ($≥ .02$), medium ($≥ .13$), or large ($≥ .26$) effect sizes (Cohen, 1988). Models for the three protest measures controlled for children’s imitation and level of agreement.
the deviator had explicitly agreed to the suggested norm, but not when the deviator had disagreed with the norm, had been ignorant of the norm, or had quit the norm-setting process. This suggests that 3-year-olds understand that norms can be set by agreement. However, this experiment leaves open the question of how exactly children interpreted the disagree condition and thus also whether children need unanimity to see norms as established at all. Did they think that the norm did not apply to the dissenter (limited social scope) or that no norm got established (for anyone) whatsoever? Moreover, although children’s lack of rule protest in the disagree condition suggests that they did not consider majority rule as a procedure for establishing norms, in this first experiment, there was only a majority of 80% (i.e., three puppets and the child). Thus, to assess more directly which of the three options (limited social scope, no norm establishment, majority rule) children favor in a situation of norm formation under dissent, we conducted a second experiment with an overwhelming majority of 90% preferring one course of action.

**Experiment 2**

In this experiment, we sought to assess how children deal with dissent during the norm-setting process given the three major options (limited social scope, no norm establishment, majority rule) discussed earlier. Three-year-olds witnessed a lone dissenter against a majority of 90% (i.e., eight puppets and the child). Thus, to assess more directly which of the three options (limited social scope, no norm establishment, majority rule) children favor in a situation of norm formation under dissent, we conducted a second experiment with an overwhelming majority of 90% preferring one course of action.

**Method**

**Participants**

Thirty-two 3-year-olds (M = 42 months, range = 40–44 months; 16 girls, 16 boys) participated in the study from October to December 2014 and were recruited and tested as in Experiment 1. Eight additional children were tested, but excluded from the final sample due to experimenter error (4), uncooperativeness (3), or technical error (1).

**Design**

The number and order of tasks (warm-up session, norm-setting tasks) were identical to Experiment 1. Children were randomly assigned to one of the two between-participants conditions: affirmer or dissenter.

**Materials**

In addition to the objects used in Experiment 1, there were five additional puppets (a cow, a lion, a fox, a hedgehog, and a snow leopard) and a semi-transparent barrier.

**Procedure**

The general procedure was identical to Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. There were two protagonist puppets (a cow operated by the left hand of E1 who sat to the child’s left, and a rabbit operated by the right hand of E2 who sat to the child’s right as in Experiment 1) that served as the affirmer and dissenter (puppet’s identity, cow vs. rabbit, counterbalanced across children). Thus, during the warm-up session, either the affirmer (affirmer condition) or the dissenter (dissenter condition) made a mistake in the instrumental task. The proposer (polar bear, controlled by E2, left hand) and Affirmer 1 (camel, controlled by E1, right hand) were the two puppets located right next to the child (in Experiment 1, Affirmer 1 was on E1’s left hand; see Figure 1). Thus, the two protagonist puppets (affirmer, dissenter) were located as the protagonist in Experiment 1 (but on both the left- and right-hand sides). Five additional affirming puppets (Affirmers 2–6: mouse, lion, fox, hedgehog, snow leopard) were positioned standing behind Locations A and B (from the child’s viewpoint) from the middle to the left or right (depending on the affirmer’s location) and were operated by the experimenter who controlled the affirmer.
Table 3 provides an overview of the two conditions and the phases of the norm-setting task including the dependent measures recorded. As in Experiment 1, the proposer suggested playing a game, but before the protagonist phase (i.e., the affirmer’s and dissenter’s speech acts, order counterbalanced across children), Affirmers 2–6 assented to the suggested norm (see Table 3). During the test phase, to make sure that children experienced the same situation as in Experiment 1 (i.e., all parties are present and addressable, but not watching the protagonist’s act during play), the proposer put a semitransparent barrier in front of Affirmers 2–6 (so that their contours were still visible), while Affirmer 1 announced that the protagonist has got the objects (see Table 3). Following each trial, E2 asked participants a memory control question about which puppet (affirmer vs. dissenter) disagreed with the suggested norm (i.e., “Show me, who of the two said No earlier?”). Before this question was asked, Affirmer 1 removed the stuffed animal from the respective location in order not to bias children toward one location and thus potentially toward the puppet who was acting.

### Table 3

Experiment 2: Phases and Measures in the Norm-Setting Task for Each Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Affirmer</th>
<th>Dissenter</th>
<th>Dependent measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introductory</strong></td>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affirmer 1 fetches objects out of a bag. Proposer names the objects (e.g., “Boxes, and a ladybug.”) and asks “Well, do we want to play a game?”; Affirmer 1 “Oh yes!”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Norm setting</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Level of agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Proposer “Ah yes, the [animal] may do X at this [Location A], but it may not do X at that [Location B], ok?” ([Observation 1])</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Observations 1–3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Affirmer 1 “Ah yes, the [animal] may do X at this [Location A], but not at that [Location B], ok?”; looking at the child ([Observation 2])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Proposer puts [animal] next to suggested location, agrees (“Ok, then the [animal] may only use this [Location A]”); Affirmers 1 to 6 agree ([Observation 3])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protagonist</strong></td>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Affirmer “The [animal] may only use this [Location A], and not that [Location B]! Me, the [cow/rabbit], I am for this [Location A].”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Dissenter “No, we play: the [animal] may not use this [Location A], the [animal] may only use that [Location B]!” ([order of affirmer/dissenter counterbalanced])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td><strong>Test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Proposer “Well, we play that the [animal] may only use this [Location A], but not that [Location B]” ([Observation 4]), performs action X at Location A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level of agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Child may play</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Observation 4),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Affirmer 1 performs action X at Location A, repeating the agreed-upon norm</td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Affirmer 1 gives objects to protagonist and says to the child “Now the [protagonist] has got this, have a look!” Concurrently, the proposer puts the barrier in front of Affirmers 2 to 6. Proposer, Affirmer 1 and nonacting protagonist turn toward respective experimenter.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Affirmer performs action X at alternative (forbidden) Location B</td>
<td></td>
<td>Protest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Dissenter performs action X at alternative (forbidden) Location B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** The status of location (permitted, forbidden) was counterbalanced across children. X = action performed (see Appendix S1) with stuffed animal at Location A/B.

### Coding and Dependent Measures

Coding was the same as in Experiment 1 (for additional measures, see Results). Interrater reliability was very good (Cohen’s \( \kappa = 0.96 \), level of agreement; \( \kappa = 1 \), imitation; \( \kappa = 1 \), main protest categories; \( \kappa = 0.85 \), implicit protest; \( \kappa = 1 \), memory question). One trial was excluded due to uncooperativeness.

### Statistical Analysis

Analyses were carried out as in Experiment 1. For the measures rule protest and group addressing, we used nonparametric statistics (exact Mann–Whitney U tests) instead of GLMs, because there were means and variances of zero in one condition (i.e., complete separation) and little variation in the other condition, resulting in unstable and poorly fitted models (Rao & Rao, 2014). Thus, the nonparametric analyses on rule protest and group addressing did not control for children’s imitation and level of agreement. For nonparametric tests, we computed the generic effect size \( r_{equivalent} \) (Rosenthal & Rubin, 2003) and also report the squared
value to allow for comparability with Nagelkerke’s $R^2$. Preliminary analyses found no effects of gender.

**Results**

**Main Analyses**

Table 4 presents the mean scores (standard deviations) for each dependent measure including tests for the effect of condition. Children’s behavior did not differ significantly between conditions for any of the dependent measures. Even when collapsing all three types of protest into an overall protest measure (i.e., a summed score, 0–4, based on whether children produced rule protest, group addressing, or implicit protest), there was no significant difference between the afﬁmer ($M = 0.63$) and dissenter ($M = 0.19$) conditions (see Table 4). As in Experiment 1, children’s level of agreement was correlated with their protest behavior (overall protest, $b = 0.50$, $SE = 0.21$, $z = 2.39$, $p = .02$, 95% CI [0.08, 0.92]; implicit protest, $b = 0.66$, $SE = 0.25$, $z = 2.63$, $p = .009$, 95% CI [0.17, 1.18]), such that higher levels of agreement were associated with more protest.

**Further Analyses**

There were no signiﬁcant effects of condition on children’s imitation or level of agreement during the norm-setting phase, but slightly larger means for both measures in the afﬁmer condition (Table 4). This pattern, however, was not present on the ﬁrst trial before children witnessed the different protagonists (afﬁmer vs. dissenter) in the test phase, neither for imitation (afﬁmer condition, $M = 1.94$, $SD = 1.65$; dissenter condition, $M = 1.63$, $SD = 1.86$) or for level of agreement (afﬁmer condition, $M = 2.13$, $SD = 2.0$; dissenter condition, $M = 2.19$, $SD = 1.22$). With respect to the memory control question, children predominantly correctly identiﬁed the dissenter (afﬁmer condition, 79% of trials; dissenter condition, 68% of trials). There was no difference between conditions, $t(26) = 0.89$, $p = .39$, and a one-sample $t$ test indicated that children (collapsed across condition) answered the memory question correctly at levels signiﬁcantly above chance (.50), $t(26) = 3.82$, $p < .001$. The results remained the same if trials in which children misidentiﬁed the dissenter were excluded.

**Discussion**

In this experiment, children performed little rule protest and there was no difference between conditions, suggesting that children did not understand the protagonist’s deviating acts as norm violations, irrespective of whether they witnessed a previous afﬁmer or a previous dissenter. Children’s good performance in the memory test speaks against the possibility that the lack of protest was due to children misidentifying the afﬁmer as the dissenter. It is noteworthy that even in the presence of a majority of 90%, children did not see any norms as established at all.

**General Discussion**

The present study asked whether young children understand the role of agreement in establishing mutually binding social norms and under which conditions they infer that norms have been created. We found that children normatively expected rule conformity only when a deviator had entered into the agreement. They did not demand conformity

---

**Table 4**

**Experiment 2: Mean Scores (Standard Deviation) per Condition and Effects of Condition for Each Dependent Measure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure (range)</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Effect of condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afﬁmer</td>
<td>Dissenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule protest (0–4)</td>
<td>0.44 (1.09)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group addressing (0–4)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.34)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit protest (0–4)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.89)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall protest (0–4)</td>
<td>0.63 (1.09)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation (~1 to 3)</td>
<td>2.47 (0.91)</td>
<td>1.81 (1.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of agreement (~8 to 8)</td>
<td>2.72 (1.64)</td>
<td>1.95 (0.85)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** The measures rule protest and group addressing were analyzed with exact Mann–Whitney $U$ tests due to low variation in the response (see Statistical Analysis). Models for implicit protest and overall protest controlled for children’s imitation and level of agreement.
when a deviating individual had not entered into the agreement, had been ignorant of, or had disagreed with, the group’s norm. That is, children acted as if they had a normative standing to demand conformity (Gilbert, 2008) only when the informal contract was “signed” by the deviating party. Interestingly, however, when there was dissent during the norm-formation process, children failed to see any norms being established whatsoever, either for a previous dissenter or for a previous affirmer—even if a majority of 90% explicitly endorsed one course of action. Hence, children did not view dissent as simply limiting the social scope to those who had agreed on the norm, but as vitiating the establishment of a norm altogether. This suggests that while young children understand that an agreement has normative consequences, they make this inference only under conditions of unanimous agreement among all present parties.

Children did not enforce agreed-upon norms on individuals who had quit the norm-setting process or had been ignorant of the norm. This suggests that children do not indiscriminately enforce agreed-upon norms on anyone in the absence of dissent; they take into account whether the deviator was part of the norm-setting process, and thus the deviator’s knowledge state. In fact, even young children show some competence in attributing ignorance to others (Hogrefe, Wimmer, & Perner, 1986), and they evaluate intentional rule violations as more reprehensible than accidental ones (Núñez & Harris, 1998). This might be one reason why children refrained from criticizing an ignorant party in the present study. Overall, our findings are consistent not only with recent evidence of 3-year-olds’ context- and group-relative understanding of social norms (e.g., Rakoczy, Brosche, et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2012), but they also go beyond prior studies, because children enforced norms that were neither preexisting nor set by adults; rather, these norms were jointly set by agreement.

Importantly, children’s understanding of the binding force of jointly agreed-upon norms was independent of their spontaneous level of agreement (with suggested norms) and their imitation (i.e., their own preferred course of action), suggesting that their consideration of unanimously agreed-upon norms is independent of their potential preference for these norms. Nonetheless, children’s level of agreement was a significant predictor of their protest, which suggests that one underlying motivation for enforcing norms might be conviction in, or commitment to, those norms (Münch, 1987; Rosano, 2012; Schmidt & Tomasello, 2012). And this positive relation between level of agreement and protest also means that little endorsement or even disagreement with suggested norms (i.e., being a dissenter oneself, as it were) is related to nonenforcement of norms, and perhaps even endorsement of deviance (cf. Cooley & Killen, 2015).

The current findings suggest that while young children understand that norms can be set by agreement and are binding for those who agree (e.g., not for ignorant parties), their understanding of mechanisms of norm creation is confined to situations of unanimous agreement. That is, similar to young children’s focus on unanimity in activities based on individual intentionality, such as their social learning and epistemic trust (e.g., Morgan et al., 2015; Pasquini et al., 2007), we found that young children focus on unanimity in the creation of arbitrary game norms that are based on shared intentionality as simple examples of human institutions (Rakoczy & Schmidt, 2013; Schmidt & Tomasello, 2012; Searle, 1995). An interesting question for future research is whether young children’s focus on unanimity reflects an egalitarian stance that all parties are equivalent and entitled to have a voice—for instance, when there is no hierarchical adult–child relationship (Piaget, 1932) or institutional context (Helwig & Kim, 1999)—or whether it reflects other cognitive mechanisms, such as difficulty in dealing with conflicting perspectives regarding the same state of affairs or executive limitations (Perner, Zauner, & Sprung, 2005; Rakoczy, 2010).

Even though children did not see any norms being established when there was dissent, in Experiment 1 they tended to inform the group more in the disagree condition than in the ignorant and quit conditions, and there was hardly any protest on all measures in the quit condition. This could be explained by the fact that in the disagree condition, the protagonist was still part of the norm-setting process and remained “in-group,” whereas in the other two conditions, the protagonist was not part of or left the norm-setting process. One possibility is that children respected the quitting party’s autonomy to leave the norm-setting process, given that young children understand something about individual rights and entitlements (Neary & Friedman, 2014; Schmidt, Rakoczy, & Tomasello, 2013) and the concept of personal choice, for instance, when decisions are about preferences and do not inflict any harm (Nucci, 2014; Nucci & Weber, 1995). In the disagree condition, however, children might have attempted to have the group evaluate the deviant act to reduce uncertainty and ambiguity (about what “we” desire), since the dissenter represented a considerable minority (one of
five parties). In Experiment 2, however, children produced hardly any group addressing, which could be due to the fact that the dissenter was in a small minority (1 of 10 parties) and spoke after the vast majority of individuals had already assented to one option, therefore leaving little uncertainty about what the group wants.

Overall, protest rates were rather low: about 25% of trials in the agree condition (Experiment 1). However, this rate refers to children’s (normative) rule protest and is comparable to rates of normative protest in other studies (Rakoczy, Brosche, et al., 2009; Rakoczy, Warneken, & Tomasello, 2009; Schmidt, Rakoczy, & Tomasello, 2011; Schmidt et al., 2012; Wyman et al., 2009). Nonetheless, one reason for these results could be the evident arbitrariness of the norms in our study: The question was not how to perform an act; it was always the very same act X (i.e., the protagonist performed the correct act X, e.g., letting the ladybug sleep). The question was merely where to perform act X, at Location A or at Location B. This is different from performing distinct actions (e.g., X vs. Y) on artifacts that look as if they were built for a certain purpose and thus come with some “inherent” normativity (Rakoczy et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2011). And it is also different from pretense, which is again about someone’s actions per se, for instance, that an actor should treat a block as a banana (X) but not as a telephone (Y) in a given context (Rakoczy, 2008). Hence, the arbitrariness of the game rules established in this study might have biased some children toward a generous reading of deviant acts (in contrast, e.g., to moral violations, which are typically considered more severe; Turiel, 1983, 2006), but it might also have allowed children to appreciate that there is no preexisting, objective rule everyone will or should adhere to. In contrast, when confronting young children with preexisting, adult-set social norms, they take an objectivist stance and expect even ignorant actors to adhere to these norms as to laws of physics, to be aware of them, and to be blamed for violating them (Kalish, 1998; Kalish & Cornelius, 2007; Kalish, Weissman, & Bernstein, 2000).

In sum, our findings suggest that young children understand that arbitrary norms with binding force can be set by agreement. Children take into account whether a deviating party had been part of the agreement and thus do not enforce novel norms when someone was ignorant of the agreement or had left the norm-setting process. However, young children’s initial understanding of mechanisms of norm creation is limited and rigid: They seem to take unanimity as key to norm establishment and any dissent, even by a small minority, prevents children from seeing a norm as coming into effect at all. Nonetheless, our findings suggest that by age 3, children take an active role in their norm acquisition and have some basic understanding of the social nature of normative phenomena and the normative consequences of norm creation. The norms in this study were highly arbitrary and thus a paradigmatic example of social norms whose adherence cannot be solely explained by instrumental reasons or because they are self-enforcing. Rather, adherence to such norms may be based on “social” reasons whose binding force comes from how “we” agree that “we” should behave (Rossano, 2012; Schmidt & Tomasello, 2012; Tomasello, 2009).
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